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ABSTRACT

Purpose: The current clinical study was done to examine clinical and biochemical 
changes of Vascular Endothelial Growth factor (VEGF) biomarker present in (GCF) 
in response to LLLT combined with Platelet Rich Fibrin (PRF) & bovine xenograft to 
treat infra-bony defects. Material and methods: The current study was conducted on 
twenty (20) sites from ten (10) patients. A spilt-mouth design used, sites were randomly 
selected from each patient, into two groups: laser group; ten (10) sites received PRF 
system without irradiation, and control group; ten (10) sites received PRF system 
and it will be irradiated with low level laser. Clinical parameters including probing 
pocket depth (PPD), clinical attachment level (CAL), Plaque index (PI), and gingival 
index (GI). ELISA quantification analysis of VEGF was done. Results: comparison 
between the groups at 6 months showed significant difference between both Probing 
depth and clinical attachment level, while Plaque index and Gingival index showed 
a significance difference starting from 2 weeks postoperatively. VEGF revealed no 
significant difference among groups. Conclusion: The using of low intensity laser with 
PRF system showed an improvement in the outcome of infra bony defects treatment.

INTRODUCTION

Periodontal disease is an inflammation of tooth-supporting tissue 
including cementum, periodontal fibers and alveolar bone leading 
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to destruction of teeth supporting tissues then 
loss of teeth if not properly treated. The goal of 
periodontal treatment is the regeneration of lost 
periodontal tissues during the disease process. A 
diversity treatment approaches proposed to promote 
regeneration of periodontal tissues (1). Periodontal 
regeneration modalities used to progress the 
short-and long-term clinical results of periodontal 
affected teeth. Deep pockets allied with deep infra-
bony defects are a clinical challenge (2).

Bone grafts/bone substitutes are applied to al-
low alveolar bone and root cementum regeneration, 
and produce space needed for the process. They are 
classified according to its material characteristics as 
osteoneogenic grafts, osteoinductive, or osteocon-
ductive. Besides, they are discriminated between 
autologous (collected from the same individual), 
allogenic (from other individuals of the same spe-
cies), and xenografts (from different species) (3).

Platelet-rich Blood Derivatives broadly used 
in different arenas of medicine and stem cell-
based tissue engineering which usually stimulates 
cells by a solitary bioactive agent with significant 
regenerative functions (4). 

Numerous efforts made to advance new, easy-
to-use platelet-derived product. This led to platelet-
rich fibrin (PRF), as it is a single phase centrifuged 
product that does not require addition of several 
chemicals. Platelet Rich Fibrin release high amounts 
of multiple growth factors including TGFβ-1, 
PDGF, and VEGF (5).

Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) 
proteins are stored in large quantities in platelet 
α-granules and considered to be pro-angiogenic. 
Megakaryocytic secrets VEGF which can help 
in proliferation of vascular endothelial cells (6). 
Regulation of VEGF expression within wound 
healing is significant since angiogenesis seems to be 
bothered in abnormally wounds healing (7). 

Studies have shown direct correlation of vascular 
endothelial growth factor values present in GCF and 

the inflammatory state of the periodontal tissues(8). 
One of them, studied the connection between VEGF 
expression and vascularization concerning the 
number and diameter of blood vessels and found 
that VEGF may be associated more to the healing 
phase of periodontal disease than to the destruction 
phase (9).

These days, Lasers have a multiple application, 
from mechanical to life sciences. In the arena of 
Periodontology, Lasers are typically recognized 
for their claim in the elimination of tissues or 
hemostasis through their capability to improve the 
cellular processes through the functional energy in 
terms of space, time, and surface (10). 

Lasers and its usage in dentistry especially oral 
surgery are hastily improving (11). Benefits of LLLT 
in wound healing are multifold. LLLT causes bio 
modulation effects on different cell types, for in-
stance keratinocytes, fibroblasts, osteoblasts, odon-
toblasts, cardiomyocytes, and endothelial cells. 
This, in turn, increases cell proliferation, matrix 
synthesis, increased granulation tissue, enhanced 
neovascularization, early epithelialization, anti-in-
flammatory, and antiedema effect. LLLT brings 
about a photo stimulatory effect in mitochondria 
processes of the cells which enhances growth factor 
release and ultimately hastens healing(12).

The semiconductor diode lasers (Gallium arse-
nide (Ga As), gallium aluminum-arsenide (Ga Al 
As) are moveable compacted surgical units with ef-
fective and dependable benefits (13). LLLT may in-
duce bone formation within the bony defect more 
than PRF. However, combination of each LLLT and 
PRF as treatment way may induce bone formation 
within the bone defect over that of LLLT or PRF 
alone according to AHMED ABBASS in his experi-
mental study on rats showed this combination may 
have synergic effect on bone healing (14). 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

Study design: Ten patients diagnosed as having 
periodontitis; stage III, grade (A) were selected 
from the outpatient clinic of Periodontology, Oral 
Medicine, Radiology & Diagnosis Department, 
Faculty of Dental Medicine for Girls, Al-Azhar 
University to be included in this study. All patients 
signed an informed consent. The inclusion criteria 
included patients who are free from systemic 
diseases with presence of at least seven natural teeth 
to provide reasonable number of teeth, matched 
periodontitis with a PD ≥ 5 mm and attachment 
loss ≥ 4 mm. The patients are non-smoker and non-
pregnant (women cases) and they are not taking 
antibiotics or NSAI drugs within the last three 
months prior to treatment. Additionally, the selected 
sites should not have been treated surgically within 
the last year before the initiation of the study.

Sample Size: The sample size of 10 patients 
(10 sites in each group) was enough to detect the 
difference. All patients were divided randomly 
in two groups. (Lased group): ten (10) sites side 
received PRF system and was irradiated with LLLT 
using 810 nm Diode laser. (Control group): ten (10) 
sites side received PRF system only without using 
of LLLT.

Study procedures:  phase one therapy, supra 
& subgingival scaling, root planning also oral 
hygiene instructions were performed for each 
patient via manual and ultrasonic instrumentation. 
Approximately after the initial therapy by 4 weeks, 
the clinical parameters and plaque control were 
re-assessed. All the included patients had to have 
good oral hygiene prior to advancing to the surgical 
procedures. At the baseline and a week, 2 weeks, 3, 
6 months, postoperatively the clinical examinations 
were done to assess he Pocket Probing Depth (PPD), 
Clinical Attachment Level (CAL), Gingival Index 
(GI) and Plaque Index (GI). In addition to ELISA 
quantification for VEGF.

Surgical procedures: All teeth, with pockets ≥ 
five mm in the same quadrant as the teeth selected 
to the study, were surgically treated. In all locations, 
under local anesthesia, an intra-crevicular incision, 
full-thickness muco-periosteal flaps were reflected 
then followed by the elimination of  G.T using 
manual instruments. Surface of roots were scaled 
and planed by curettes and flushed by a sterile 
saline solution. An interrupted suture of the flap 
and then covered with periodontal dressing to avoid 
any infection in all patients. Operations done on 
patients were almost identical. The teeth on the 
laser sets, were equal to control sets in numbers, 
and all procedures were accomplished in an hour. 
Post-operative instructions were as follows; Soft 
toothbrush to be used in 1st two weeks, and avoiding 
flossing, and chewing in the treated area for two 
weeks. Patients restarted full oral hygiene and 
function after then. Ibuprofen (200 mg) upon need 
was prescribed (The primary outcome of LLLT 
assisted-surgery was the lessening of a self-reported 
post-treatment ache which lead to stop using the 
analgesics), chlorhexidine (2 times/day) for six 
weeks, Augmentin (1g) tablets BID for five days to 
avoid possibility of contamination. 

Laser protocol: Diode laser 810( ±20 nm ,one 
Watt power, contact - continuous mode) applied 
to the flap. A tip  (400-mm-diameter) accustomed 
eliminating all viable epithelium inside the flap 
from F.G.M to the end of the flap. The tip was an 
initiated in type. Treatment was accomplished in 
parallel manner from the coronal to the apical aspect, 
and the beam of the laser was intermittent (thirty 
seconds) /ten seconds irradiation. The resulting 
char deposit was removed with wet cotton-gauze. 
Another application with the same WL of the laser 
used before but, a non-contact continuous mode at 
0.1 Watt was used and by special bio-stimulation 
tip. All aspects of the flap, alveolar bone, and the 
graft material in addition to PRF membrane were 
irradiated, resulting in a complete dose of four J/
cm2 / surface. Protective eyewear was worn by all to 
prevent injury from laser wavelength exposure and 
to comply with safety standards.
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Bio-chemical evaluation:

Collection of GCF samples and VEGF biochemi-
cal bone markers: At each three appointments (base-
line, 1 week and 2 weeks), Collecting GCF samples 
from one pocket were done. Level of VEGF in GCF 
samples will be measured using means of Enzyme 
Linked Immune Sorbent Assay (ELISA).

Statistical analysis:

Values were presented as mean and standard 
deviation (SD) values. Data were explored for 
normality using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of 
normality. For parametric data (Pocket depth and 
VEGF ELISA) independent t-test was used to 
compare both sets, while ANOVA-test (followed by 
Tukey’s post-hoc test) was used to compare among 
different observations within the same group. For 
non-parametric data, Mann Whiney U-test was 
used to compare both sets, while Wicoxon-signed 
rank and Freidman tests were used for comparison 
between different observations within the same 
group. Significance level was set at (p < 0.05). The 
statistical analysis was performed with SPSS 18.0 
for Windows.

RESULTS

All involved patients completed the study and 
were re-evaluated at follow up visits. Baseline 
values were not significant different among the 
test and control sets for all the assessed variables, 
suggesting that the initial defect characteristics 
did not affect the final differences between thee 
treatment modalities, thus allowing post- treatment 
results to be compared. 

With respect to the PD and CAL; A probing pocket 
depth showed significant decrease of 2.72mm in 

laser group and 2.39mm for control group (P<0.05), 
while comparison among groups there was no 
significant difference at 3 months (P0.261) but were 
significantly different at 6 months (p 0.035). With 
respect to CAL, there was a significant gain in CAL 
of 2.61 mm for laser group and with 1.81 mm in 
control group by 3 months, to reach its maximum 
gain (almost no CAL) after Six months, without any 
significance between the groups. (Table 1).

Concerning plaque & gingival indices (PI & 
GI); There was significant decrease  starting from 
2 weeks, while the change among 2 weeks, 3 and 
six months was not significant in laser group, while, 
control group gradually decreased by time, to reach 
its lowest value after three months, then slightly 
increased at six months but with no significance 
between 3 and 6 months; PI (1.400±.163) at 
baseline for laser group, (1.800 ± 0.133) for control 
group, and  (0.000 ± 0.000) for laser, (0.800 ± 
0.200) for control group, postoperatively, GI score 
was (1.50 ± 0.17) at baseline in laser group, (1.60 
± 0.16) in control group, and (0.00 ± 0.00) in laser, 
(1.00 ± 0.00) in control group, , postoperatively. By 
comparing between groups there was a significant 
difference by time in favor to laser group. (Table 2) 

The biochemical findings of VEGF revealed 
that there was statistically significant decrease in 
its level in GCF from baseline (163.37±4.77) to 3 
months (140.35±3.37) to 6 months (130.39±3.03) 
in laser group, while in control group the only 
significance was from baseline (158.58 ± 4.88) 
to 3 months (140.97±2.33) with no significant 
difference by 6 months (134.21±2.02) (Figure 1). 
By comparing between groups there was a non-
significant difference in values. (Table 3) 
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Table (1) Descriptive statistics and comparison of pocket depth (mm) and CAL (mm) intra groups (T-test) 
and between groups (Mann-Whitney U test)

Variables Groups Baseline  3 months  6 months P

PD (mm)
Laser 4.48 a ±0.26 2.28 b ±0.19 1.76 b ±0.12 0.00*

Control 4.50a ± 0.15 2.53 b ±0.10 2.11 b± 0.10 0.00*

P (between groups) 0.953 ns 0.261 ns 0.035*

CAL (mm)
Laser 2.74a ± 0.34 0.13b ±.05 0.00 b ±0.00 0.00*

Control 2.04a ± 0.34 0.23 b±.007 0.00 b ± 0.00 0.00*

P (between groups) 0.159ns 0.306ns 1.000ns

Significance level P<0.05, ns=non-significant Wilcoxon signed Rank test:  post hoc test means sharing the same 
superscript letter are not significantly different

Table (2) Descriptive statistics of PI and GI scores comparison intra-group (Friedman test) and in-between 
groups (Mann-Whitney U test)

Variables Groups Baseline 2 weeks 3months 6 months P

 PI(scores)
Laser 1.400a±.163 .000b±.000 000b±.000 000b±.000 0.00*

Control 1.800a±.133 1.100b±.180 .600c±.163 .800c±0.20 0.00*

P (between groups) .075ns .000* .004* .002*

  GI(scores)
Laser 1.5000a±.16667 .0000b±.00000 .0000b±.000 .0000b±.000 0.00*

Control 1.600a ±.16330 .700b ±.15275 .700b ±.1527 1.000b±.00 0.00*

P (between groups) .661ns .001* .001* .000*

Significance level p<0.05, * significant Wilcoxon signed Rank test: means sharing the same superscript letter are 
not significantly different

Table (3) Descriptive statistics and comparison of VEGF in GCF (ELISA) within the same group (ANOVA 
test) and in between (independent T test)

Variables Groups Baseline 3 months 6 months P

VEGF in GCF
Laser 163.37a ±4.77 140.35b ±3.37 130.39c ±3.03 0.00*

Control 158.58a ±4.88 140.97b ± 2.33 134.21 b±  2.02 0.00*

P (between groups) 0.492ns 0.882ns 0.310ns

Significance level P<0.05, *significant. Tukey’s post hoc test: means sharing the same superscript letter are not 
significantly different
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DISCUSSION

Periodontitis is a chief community health prob-
lem owing to its huge incidence, and because it pos-
sibly will lead to loss of teeth and injury, damag-
ingly affect mastication function and esthetics, and 
impair quality of life (15). Periodontitis is a chronic 
multifactorial inflammatory disease associated with 
dysbiotic plaque biofilms and considered a progres-
sive destruction of the tooth-supporting apparatus. 
Its primary effect includes the loss of periodontal 
tissue support, revealed as clinical attachment loss 
(CAL) and radiographically assessed alveolar bone 
loss, presence of periodontal pocketing and gingival 
bleeding (16).

Regeneration of the lost periodontal structures 
is the purpose of the periodontal therapy to restore; 
health, function and esthetics of periodontium(17). 
Several methods have been attempted for regenera-
tion the lost tissues including OFP combined with 
grafts, guided tissue regeneration (GTR), several 
biological mediators such as GFs, application of ex-
tracellular matrix proteins & attachment factors, us-
ing of bone metabolism mediators, tissue engineer-
ing and recently the use of lasers considered a great 
of value (18) .

 Low level laser use for periodontal and oral 
purposes become the concern of various studies. 
Stimulation with LLL enhances the healing, such as 
acceleration of bony defects healing (14).

Selection the approach is usually depended 
on the infra-bony defect characteristics, as defect 
morphology, topography of root surface, and 
gingival phenotype, as it influence the regeneration 
potential. Consequently, most of intra-bony defects 
are frequently achieved using a mix of regenerative 
approaches (2,19).

In the current study, PRF system used in the 
current study is designed to be PRF membrane 
saddling the xenograft which was mixed with the 
PRF fluid to allow maximum biologic effect and 
also to investigate the PRF ability as a membrane 
to prevent the downward growth of junctional 
epithelium into the healing area, hence it can be 
used as a resorbable membrane for GTR (4,5), this 
in accordance to previous studies. Evaluated (PRF) 
effects on augmentation in animal model. PRF 
and bovine bone exhibited greater zone of bone 
deposition than the other groups at 3 months (20).

There are studies in literature found the use of low 
level laser along the bone graft promoted a horizontal 
bone gain, which was significant compared to the 
control group used bone grafting only (21). Also 
several published experimental studies assessed 
the effects of either Laser or PRF in bone healing; 
however, in one of these experiments the combined 
effect of LLLT with PRF as a treatment modality 
in the bony surgical defects showed the greatest 
amount of bone formation with the best quality of 
the newly formed bone, Histological examination & 
statistical analysis confirmed superiority of combing 
bioactive surgical additive PRF and LLLT on bone 
repair (22,23). Therefore, the research question was 
the application of LLL does enhance the healing of 
infra-bony defects involvement. 

During the surgical procedures in this study, 
infra-bony defect was irradiated using diode laser 
(810nm) in non-contact continuous wave mode (0.1 
W) in an apicocoronally direction for 20-30 s (22). 
This application protocol agrees with other studies, 
the same dose was used in our work, suggested that, 
the use of 1–5 J/cm2 has helpful effects on the hard 
and soft tissues (23,24). 

Figure (1) Bar chart showing mean VEGF in GCF in different 
observation times
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Analysis of gingival crevicular fluid (GCF) 
assessed periodontitis activity and clarified 
periodontal treatment outcome. GCF has been 
proven to be suitable for detection of biochemical 
markers that serves as indicator for periodontal 
disease activity (25,). 

Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor is the pri-
mary mediator in angiogenesis which are important 
characteristics of inflammation, wound healing, and 
bone remodeling. In periodontal compromised pa-
tients, the measurements of the entire quantity of 
VEGF from GCF in affected sites were more than 
from non-affected sites. VEGF stimulates collagen 
deposition, angiogenesis, and epithelization pro-
moting wound healing (8,9,26).

Low Level Laser Therapy using diode laser 
has a helpful effect in gingival healing, as it led to 
increase mRNA production of GFs. So, the best time 
to apply LLLT is at the stage of cell proliferation, 
when the secretion of VEGF, BFGF, HGF and 
SCF GFs is needed to promote the proliferation of 
fibroblasts and wound healing (27). So, the present 
study selected VEGF as a biochemical marker to 
detect the response of periodontitis to treatment 
with surgical regenerative procedure using PRF 
system and bone grafts only and assisted by low 
level laser Bio stimulation.

Results from present study proved that regen-
eration and pocket reduction surgical trials and 
adjunctive use of lasers revealed no clinical sig-
nificance concerning PD reduction and CAL gain 
when compared to control group who received con-
ventional approaches, although each group showed 
significantly difference from baseline to 6 months, 
this is in accordance to systemic review and meta-
analysis to assess and compare studies concerning 
lasers as an adjunctive or monotherapy for surgical  
treatment (28).

However, within a short-term trial on chronic 
periodontitis patients with infra-bony defects getting 
treatment with GTR alone or in combination with 

low-level laser (808 nm) therapy proved statistically 
better enhancements by means of PD reduction, 
CAL gain and lessen GR at six months(29).

Plaque index among the two groups showed 
significant difference indicated that laser groups 
showed better reduction in PI, indicating the 
bacterial reduction achieved using laser, as revealed 
by previous studies evaluated the effect of LLLT 
on plaque formation (30). Gingival index’ results 
were significantly different between the groups in 
favor to laser groups, indicating its greater effect 
in reduction gingival inflammation. This is in 
accordance with few previous studies where diode 
laser was used adjunctive to non-surgical therapy 
in which no change observed among the groups in 
gingival index scores (31). In literature, they have 
also demonstrated the presence of VEGF-A in the 
supernatant obtained from the culture of endothelial 
cells treated with LLLT (32). 

Moreover, multiple authors compared GCF-
VEGF concentrations in a study of PRF and 
xenograft at changed sampling times. VEGF 
concentrations in all group samples gained during 
the early post-operative period (1, 3, and 7 days) 
were significantly higher than those obtained 
further (14, 21, and 30 days) with (P <0.05). No 
significance among the groups at all follow up 
periods. levels of VEGF lessened steadily in the 
samples gained on 14, 21, and 30 days in all groups 
with no significance (P >0.05) (33).

In consistent to these studies, VEGF level in 
GCF tested in our study showed marked decrease 
from baseline time to 3 months and to 6 months with 
a significant difference between each observation 
times in laser group without any significance 
between the groups. These results are parallel to 
the findings of several authors, established changes 
(VEGF-A and TGF-β level) post irradiation of 
the laser (635 nm and 830 nm) (34). Another study 
used laser radiation 830 nm (3.75 mW/cm2) with 
energy density (2, 4, and 8 J/cm2), resulted in 
cell proliferation increase when compared to the  
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non-irradiated group but the results were not 
significant (p>0.05) (35).

In contrast to previous studies, an in-vitro study 
evaluated the low-power HeNe laser effect on 
endothelial cells concluded that LLLT increases 
VEGF during the early phases of inflammation as 
neovascularization is necessary for wound healing 
(36). Also, in contrast to our results, the level of VEGF 
was the lowest at energy of 8 J/cm2 using (635 
nm) at the same time, the significant proliferation 
level when compared to non lased groups (37). The 
differences contributed to low level laser application 
in present study.

It is important to note that, both treatment 
modalities used in this study showed improvements 
in the evaluated parameters. This may be attributed 
to the use of PRF system, but with more favorable 
results in the lased group which suggests the 
promising future therapeutic applications of LLLT 
for periodontal tissue regeneration.

CONCLUSION

 Combination of low level laser in addition to 
PRF system as treatment modality may have a 
synergetic effect to encourage formation of bone in 
defects better than LLLT or PRF alone. 
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